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ABSTRACT

Context
The Northeast of DRCongo has been an important region in the history of Africa,
geographically, culturally and politically. Despite recurrent political turmoil in postcolonial and
contemporary history, scholarship of this region retained many blind spots and biases. The
collections at the Royal Museum for Central Africa from this region, consisting of ethnographic
objects, photographs, films and archives are rich and unique sources of a region undergoing
major changes through an intense history of contacts (slave trade, colonial conquest,
postcolonial conflicts). A large collection was assembled during a scientific expedition for the
RMCA by the military commander Armand Hutereau (1911-13). The Hutereau collection and
many smaller object sets, which constitute a significant yet underexplored part the colonial
scientific and cultural heritage of Northeast Congo, were studied in conjunction with
other sources and in a comparative, international and interdisciplinary framework.
Methodologically, the project is based in its totality on the study of oral histories, archives,
museum collections and the exploration of artistic methods to convey historical truth(s).

Objectives
The core of our interdisciplinary approach consisted in studying in an integrative way, firstly,
the history of research and collecting practices in the RMCA museum in light of colonial politics
and, secondly, the cultural history of Northeast Congo in relation to the formation of political
institutions and resistance, more particularly against colonialism. Thirdly, the art of theatre and
documentary making was explored to capture Congolese social memories of this contact
history. Through this medium, local people‟s different and complex modalities of memory (oral
tradition, dance, song, ritual,…) were captured, voiced and reflected upon, in a dialogue with
Western research perspectives.
Conclusions
The project contributed to the revision of the political history of Northeast Congo which
enhances understandings of contemporary conflicts to the extent that its outcome has a policyprescriptive value and appeals to aid and peacebuilding actors in the region. Secondly, the
project is innovative in its incorporation of a documentary and theatre production on LeopardMen history as a means to voice a reality as lived by Congolese people yet in a medium that is
meant to address a larger public. An educational app was designed on the same topic. Thirdly,
the project brings to light a historical anthropology of a major expedition in Belgian scientific
history, unstudied to this day. Finally, the project makes a major contribution to address a need
that is felt in society at large today: a need for decolonisation and (digital) restitution of heritage
and related knowledge. All partners helped alleviate such a need by using methods that
reconnected heritage preserved in European collections back to its communities of origin.
Keywords
representation, museum collections, institutional dynamics, contested co-production, customary
authority, collective therapies, insurgency, social memory, magic realism, leopard men/anioto,
hybridity, interdisciplinarity, colonization, ritual, cultural appropriation, magic, fiction, stereotypes,
creative documentary.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The research project CONGOCONNECT entailed an interdisciplinary approach that innovatively
contextualised and valorised the federal ethnographic collections from the Northeast of the
DRCongo from the Royal Museum for Central Africa. This region, on the border between
Equatorial and Interlacustrine Africa, has been very important in the history of Africa,
geographically, culturally and politically. Despite recurrent political turmoil in postcolonial and
contemporary history, invoking intermittent attention from foreign development agencies and
conflict researchers, scholarship of this region retained many blind spots and biases. A large
part of the RMCA collections from this region was assembled during an important scientific
expedition in the history of the Belgian Congo by the military commander A. Hutereau (191113). This expedition competed with other major expeditions from the American Museum of
Natural History (1909-15) and from the Ethnologisches Museum in Berlin (1907-8). The
Hutereau collection and many smaller sets of objects collected throughout the colonial period
(by other historical personalities) represent a unique part of the colonial scientific heritage
and the cultural heritage of Northeast Congo, but they were never truly investigated as such.
We explored them as sources in light of different disciplinary angles and in an international
perspective, comparing them with other important international collections.
The different facets of the project provided complementary, integrative perspectives, exploring
the potential of the collection both as a unique source of colonial scientific heritage, of the
cultural and political history of Northeast Congo, and for community engagement projects.

Background
The Northeast of the Congo, as a cultural bridge between Equatorial and Interlacustrine Africa,
had a complex history as a contact zone, connecting very different social groups in each
historical phase (precolonial, colonial, postcolonial). Throughout these phases diverse
institutions developed to which the federal collections of the RMCA as well as the Africa
archives at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs bear witness. Although colonial collections have been
criticised as colonial tools for creating knowledge of local societies in order to control them, they
are also material evidence for recovering institutional histories and emic practices during the
colonial era, and to hypothesize on their precedents in precolonial history.
In precolonial times, the region attracted populations from different origins, who
adapted to a multitude of ecological niches, resulting in a wide variety of socio-political
institutions, which were intricately interconnected in supra-regional networks. Since the 1870s,
the region came under the control of slave and ivory traders (Sudanese and Zanzibari).
People, goods and ideas travelled along the caravan trails, further enhancing dispersal of
institutions, titles and cultural elements over large distances (e.g. nebeli, mani, etc.). The high
number of exploratory, military and scientific expeditions between 1880 and 1910 reflected
diplomatic and economic interests of Western nations in the region (e.g. G. Schweinfurth, H.M.
Stanley). Belgium, Germany and Great Britain started prospecting here in competition for a slice
of precious African land, leading to the military subjugation of the slave traders and the actual
colonisation. Under colonial administration new borders were installed, and connections with
the east coast and Sudan were disturbed, shifting local people‟s attention towards new centres
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of economic and administrative activity. Colonial studies of the cultural and political history
favoured larger-scale, centralised political realms (Nande, Mangbetu, Zande). But, the cultural
and contact histories had also given rise to smaller-scale forms of socio-political organisation
and more volatile movements responding to fundamental changes in society, which were hardly
considered as part of political culture in colonial scholarship. After independence the region was
subject to repeated periods of political turmoil until today, leaving it isolated and understudied.
The ethnographic objects, photographs and films collected at the RMCA in addition to
other collections are rich and unique material sources of a region undergoing major changes
through an intense history of contacts. The core of our interdisciplinary approach consisted in
studying in an integrative way, firstly, the history of research and collecting practices in the
museum in light of colonial politics and, secondly, the cultural history of Northeast Congo in
relation to diverse contact histories. The dialectic nature of encounters is what binds together
these two facets of research. To understand the role of objects in the creation of colonial
knowledge enables to assess them critically as sources and make better use of them for the
reconstruction of indigenous histories. Thirdly, in our project we take it as a crucial scholarly
and moral principle that communities from which the heritage derives, or “source communities”,
are to be recognised and involved in processes of reconstruction and representation of their
own history. People should have the possibility to reconnect with their own cultural heritage in
Belgian federal collections. Congolese social memories of the history have been explored most
particularly through the arts of theatre and documentary making. Through these mediums, local
people‟s different and complex modalities of memory (oral tradition, dance, song, ritual,…) were
captured, voiced and reflected upon, in a collaborative dialogue. The project in its totality also
invested highly in community-engagement projects including the development of an educational
app (see Annexe 7), in addition to a documentary and theatre performances.
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2. STATE OF THE ART AND OBJECTIVES
At the onset, CONGOCONNECT was a unique research venture centred on valorising a
complete regional collection by looking at it in an international and interdisciplinary perspective,
using it as a resource for research in new ways, and reestablishing the bonds between the
collection and its region of origin. During the execution of the project, at least one similar project
was initiated, namely the Sudan Museum Network Project, coordinated by Cherri Leonardi (PI,
Durham University) and Zoe Cormack (co-PI, Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford) with whom ideas and
information were exchanged. The Sudan Museum Project‟s purpose was different in the sense
that its fundamental goal was to reconnect colonial collections from (South) Sudan worldwide
and establish a research agenda for these collections for years to come. The uniqueness of
CONGOCONNECT sits in its interdisciplinary nature wherein different research strands are
pursued centring on a singular regional collection cutting across disciplinary boundaries by
connecting cultural history and museum anthropology research with research in contemporary
arts (documentary), political science, educational science and community engagement.
A shared theoretical basis in this project is the consideration of the diverse sources and
notably collections as “structured”, in the sense that they are continuously caught in between
structure and agency. The concept of “structuration” goes against older, theoretical perspectives
– e.g. in structuralist anthropology- wherein structure was perceived as the mental or theoretical
framework that shaped people‟s thoughts and and actions, yet wherein factors of change and
individual agency were neglected (Giddens, 1984). Characteristic of “structuration” is that
structure does not exist and is perpetually in the making. Historical sources such as colonial
texts are considered to be “structured” by individual agents in their practices of interpretation,
negotiation and expression which they develop in line with cultural principles which seem logical
to them. The fact that colonial agents, despite potentially contradicting perspectives, try to meet
a certain socially agreeable understanding. This process enables that ideologies (structure) are
regenerated in practice. The dialectic process is particularly embedded in discourse, in the form
of official documents and language; but is also in the way people deal with objects and the
material world, for example in the way objects are made, used, collected and framed in a
museological display and in how people relate to them during a museum visit, or in ritual
contexts.
In this project, overall, we have treated collections and other sources, and human
interactions in general, as situated and created within structuration processes. In this project in
particular we have developed a new, meani0ngful concept called “contested co-production” to
study intercultural contacts and multicultural situations breaking with essentialist takes on
culture and ethnicity, and pointing out multivocality and messiness in structuration processes.
The concept also embraces the idea that the creation of myths and interpretation of facts are
intrinsically interconnected (Verweijen and Van Bockhaven, 2020). At the same time, an
ethnographically based vantage point permits coherence in analysis of the interconnections.
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1) To study the CULTURAL HISTORY of the Northeast of the Congo and adjacent regions
as a contact zone (1800-1960): development of socio-political institutions and resistance
[Supervisors Prof. Koen Stroeken and Prof. Inge Brinkman, UGent; Postdoctoral
researcher: Dr. Vicky Van Bockhaven]
In pre-colonial times, the region attracted populations from different origins, who adapted to a
multitude of ecological niches, resulting in a wide variety of inter-related socio-political
institutions (Vansina, 1990). Colonial studies of the cultural history favoured large-scale,
centralised political realms such as the Mangbetu, Nande and Interlacustrine kingdoms
(Schildkout and Keim, 1990). But the region was also home to many smaller-scale forms of
socio-political organisations e.g. boys initiation complexes and healing associations (Vansina,
1990). Since the 1870s, the region came subsequently under the control of slave and ivory
traders from Sudan and Zanzibar, and the Belgian colonizers (Ivanov, 2000). These contact
histories gave further rise to cultural borrowing and innovation in socio-political institutions and
to more volatile movements responding to fundamental changes in society. The region notably
was a breeding ground for “closed associations for collective magic” channelling resistance,
inspired by poor living circumstances such as slavery, forced labour and starvation (EvansPritchard, 1937). While some of these new phenomena were merely evaporating movements, in
many cases they became institutionalised grafting themselves upon pre-existing socio-political
institutions, adapting to new circumstances and assuming diverse roles in society. In this project
this process was coined by the term “institutional dynamism”, which is the result of “contested
co-production” (Van Bockhaven, 2018, 2020). The colonial government who tried to retain
control lumped diverse smaller-scale, new and initiation-based institutions together under the
common denominator “secret societies” criminalizing them and pushing them underground,
which obscured their role in history. This part of the project aspired to a more integrative focus
on socio-political institutions in terms of a network, which proved particularly meaningful for
understanding political developments in the postcolonial era until today.
The research has particularly focused on “collective therapies” or “closed associations
for collective magic” in Northeast Congo and South Sudan between 1890 until today. These are
known by the names nebeli (beli), mani, saura (sahula), kpira and wanga. This kind of initiation
societies were/are based on the belief in and access to charms and medicines (Janzen, 1992;
Evans-Pritchard, 1937). The ritual authority emanating from these collective therapies played a
role in the development of political systems because such associations and their leaders could
consolidate, or contest and usurp the authority of chiefs or colonial authorities, taking over
functions of state when chaos was rampant. They typically impacted the growth and decline of
political realms since pre-colonial times (e.g. of Mangbetu and Azande but also acephalous
orders), and notably inspired anti-colonial rebellions (Hunt‟s therapeutic insurgencies) (Hunt,
2015). Both the British and the Belgian colonial governments considered these phenomena as
subversive, but their anti-colonial character was exaggerated as a means to legitimize their
suppression (Johnson, 1991). Their suppression caused them to go underground which is why
they were scarcely documented and are still discussed with discretion until today. The
reconstructions of cases wherein esoteric or hidden collective therapies played a role -based on
archival, collection and field research- helped to unveil an important part of political culture,
correct historical biases and blind spots, and retrieve African agency in political history. The
reconstruction of micro-historical case-studies of these institutions are helpful to understand
macro-historical “institutional dynamism” that determined the formation of political history.
Furthermore, later political movements such as the Simba‟s, Lord‟s Resistance Army and
BRAIN-be (Belgian Research Action through Interdisciplinary Networks)
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MaiMai share significant features with early collective therapies such as the use of ritualmedicinal substances immunizing fighters (e.g. by turning bullets into water). The understanding
of historical institutions thus helps to improve understandings of contemporary political cultures,
and local institutions, in political science and conflict studies today, wherein metaphysical and
ritual aspects are often neglected, including the role of power objects, charms and medicinal
substances. This renewed research focus resulted in a special issue (edited by Verweijen and
Van Bockhaven) on Customary Authority in the Past and the Present and a blog for London
School of Economics webpage on Public Authority titled How colonial understandings of
customary authority skew policy interventions (see Annexe 4). Finally also a book project (work
in progress) is being drafted titled Revisiting Rebellion: collective therapies in the political history
of Northeast-Congo and South Sudan (ca. 1850-today) (other output listed under 4 and 5).

2) To obtain insight into COLLECTING AND RESEARCH practices in the museum in
relation to Belgian colonial politics and within a wider geo-political framework
[Supervisors: Prof. Koen Stroeken, UGent; Dr. Maarten Couttenier, Africa Museum, dept.
colonial history; doctoral research: Hannelore Vandenbergen]
The high number of exploratory, military and scientific expeditions between 1880 and 1910
reflect diplomatic and economic interests of Western nations (e.g. H.M. Stanley). Belgium,
Germany, France and Great Britain started prospecting here in competition for a slice of African
land, leading to the military subjugation of the slave traders and the actual colonization. The
purpose is to contextualise the creation of scientific knowledge about the colony as connected
to a colonial ideology and a political agenda. Politicised abstractions were made of complex
realities in the colony. Ethnographic objects constituted the “matter of fact” details entangled in
this dialectical process, materialising understandings of the colonised. The role of objects in
colonial discourse –as opposed to texts- has hardly been studied. Hence, attention is paid to the
instrumentality of ethnographic objects in the creation of colonial knowledge. The central casestudy for this research objective concerns the Hutereau expedition. Ethnographic fieldwork
permitted to identify the history of Chief Maroka as a vantage point for interpreting the historical
data on the Haut-Uele province in the colonial archives.
Hannelore Vandenbergen‟s doctoral research is a historical ethnography trying to trace
narratives surrounding the so-called “ Hutereau collection” from the RMCA while looking at oral
narratives on the history of chief Maroka in the city of Faradje, DRCongo, where the Hutereau
expedition (1911-1913) passed. The thesis thus revises the dialectical relationship between
collections (ethnographica, archives, photos) and social memory at both ends of the contact
zone. While seeing and listening to Maroka‟s present-day descendants and opening registers
for a diverse range of methodologies, this study really tries to find its way in the field of Museum
Anthropology/Museum Ethnography within a postcolonial setting. After taking into account the
advice of a belspo scientific committee member and anthropologist – “why would you again
historicize both Congolese ancestors, descendants and the ethnographic objects” – the work
tries to show how an ethnographic museum researcher may work based on collection, object
and narrative-specificity. It also shows that we cannot know the eight thousand ethnographic
objects (of the Hutereau collection), but that we can learn a lot from and interact with objects‟
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details, objects‟ absence or presence in DRCongo and related discussions, sentiments and
hopes/beliefs. And that this is a matter of focus, methodology and representation. The text itself
searches for self-reflexivity and creative writing boundaries within Anthropology.

3) To develop an understanding of CONGOLESE SOCIAL MEMORY in relation to the
history of institutions and contact histories
[Supervisors: Chokri Ben Chikha, Dept. of Film, Photography and Drama, KASK
(coordinator); Prof. Inge Brinkman (UGent); Dr. Vicky Van Bockhaven, Postdoctoral
researcher (UGent); doctoral research: Jean-Michel Kibushi]
As part of a doctorate in arts and art sciences the aim has been to direct and produce a
creative documentary on magic realism in writing and directing a creative documentary and a
documentary theatre show, while exploring and reflecting on magic realism as a means to
convey a ritual reality. The subject is the theme of leopard men, also known as anioto,
represented by an infamous sculpture bending over a sleeping victim in the Royal Museum for
Central Africa, now the Africamuseum, in Tervuren, Belgium. The sculpture specifically refers to
leopard men of the Bali ethnic group in Northeast DRCongo during the colonial era. This image
relates to a strong myth in colonial and postcolonial discourse, which associates black Africa
with irrational and dark violence, a jungle without justice and moral order. The question is: how
can we make sense of the history of leopard men without conforming to such stereotypical
thinking? This PhD-project addresses this question from an artistic point of view, at once
relating the question to theories of magical realism, and to the production of a documentary film
and a theatre show.
The production of a documentary (see Annexe 1 for Synopsis) and a theatre production
(see Annexe 2 for the flyer and 3 for newspaper articles on the event) are the preferred tools for
understanding and voicing historical facts allowing to take into account the otherworldly aspects
that constitute the basis of leopard men's practices. The factual basis of the story are
documented court hearings of an important local leader held responsible for a series of anioto
killings in 1933. At the centre of the action is a customary or traditional chief who is accused of
murder and is obliged to answer the colonial officer's questions in court. The public is faced with
a confrontation between colonial justice and the traditional authority that owns the land on which
the colony has imposed its authority and laws. Through this lens, the documentary unveils
Western misunderstandings and stereotypes focusing on the barbarism and primitivism of
leopard men, which has nourished Western artistic imaginations to this day. The methodology is
centered on the hybridity or syncretism of the documentary consists in combining real shots, film
archives, photographs, animated sequences, documents and historical reconstructions. This
hybridity and syncretism make it possible to take into account, without subscribing to the
colonial myth, the otherworldly aspects that constitute the basis and locally-experienced reality
of leopard men's practices. The discursive academic dissertation entails a theoretical reflection
upon magical realism exploring it as an artistic modality and tool for understanding leopard-men
practices, including rituals that were crucial to practices of self –defence, wherein otherworldly
powers were co-opted.
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3. METHODOLOGY

All the partners used a combination of archival, collection and ethnographic field
research for their different goals:
1. Studying Archival Documents
In view of different research objectives, colonial, missionary and museum archives were studied
for several purposes. Colonial archives reflect processes of interpretation by the author, trying to
come to terms with a reality with which he is not familiar, filling in the gaps in knowledge with
culturally reasonable conjectures, rumours and fantasies (Stoler, 1992). They reveal the
structuring principles of colonial (or missionary) logic which is of importance to the study of the
history of science and colonial ideology. Despite such biases, colonial administrative and
ethnographic reports do contain specific data of cultural phenomena and events in the colony,
and empirically verifiable data, such as names of individuals and places, dates, descriptions and
culturally-specific terminology and related objects. Often, the interpretations of the authors also
contain fragments of “thick description” (Geertz, 1973) of the atmosphere, tensions and rumours
providing important insights into the complex dialectics within colonial society. Such data were
interpreted critically by contextualising them culturally and historically in conjunction with other
sources (oral histories, object lists and entry books, visual sources such as photographs).
For the reconstruction of micro-histories of collective therapies and resistance the the
judicial, administrative and state security archives of the Africa Archives of the Belgian Ministry
of Foreign Affairs were crucial. These contain ethnographic studies and documents pertaining to
the monitoring of secret societies in Belgian Congo (see Van Bockhaven, 2020). Hundreds of
documents were retrieved providing basic colonial ethnographic information on “secret
societies”, more appropriately collective therapies, which were suppressed by the colonial
government in Belgian Congo. The anthropologist Evans-Pritchard‟s papers, kept in the Pitt
Rivers Museum in Oxford, provided more detailed information obtained from insiders to the
collective therapies, notably of the mani society.
Archives studied by the partners are: RMCA History and Ethnographic Archives; Federal
Ministry of Foreign Affairs Africa Archives; Royal Museum of the Armed Forces and of Military
History (Brussels); Musical Instruments Museum (Brussels); Musée du Quai Branly; Archives of
the Great Lodge of Freemasonry (Brussels); KADOC KUL; Archives of the Abbey of Tongerlo;
Archives of the Domenican Abbey (Leuven); Sudan Archives at Durham University (UK);
University Archives Ghent University; Administrative Archives kept at the Province of Haut-Uele,
Isiro, DRCongo.
2. Studying museum collections
In this project ethnographic objects have been considered as sources in the widest sense
possible, entangled in processes of structuration. Capturing the complexities of structuration in
human experience and output necessarily entails moving away from the textual, considering
social interactions and generation of knowledge in terms of people‟s bodily and sensory
relationships with the material world. We have opted for an active model of the object‟s cultural
biography (Kopytoff, 1986) incorporating the object‟s “agency” moving people to think, feel, and
act (Gell, 1998; Hoskins, 2006: 75-77). Objects reflect emic ontologies (Henare et al, 2007) and
objects are the medium through which generation of knowledge and ideologies occurs in a
BRAIN-be (Belgian Research Action through Interdisciplinary Networks)
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process of “objectification” (Miller, 2005: 7-10). The concept of “objectification” is a theoretical
means for overcoming the duality between materiality and meaning which can be applied to
many different contexts wherein people are making sense of objects. It for instance occurs in
the museum visitor‟s interaction with objects, who recognises and sees values, ideas and social
distinctions reconfirmed in the material form of the objects. Concepts such as “agency” and
“objectification” enable to analyse people‟s complex emotional, cognitive and sensory
relationships with objects, e.g. both as scientific evidence in trials and museum contexts, and as
power objects in ritual contexts and institutional histories. Through the reconstitution of objectbiographies, the study of their material form and traces, and of complex person-object relations,
we can verify how and why some objects have been singled out, put to the fore and redefined to
objectify particular knowledge (incl. ontologies). Besides studying objects in museum contexts,
we also used photographs of objects as mnemonic devices in fieldwork to study local
recollections of objects, and verify their continued relevance and use in contemporary society.
This resulted in concrete efforts to reconnect source communities with heritage in the RMCA
and elsewhere, and its use for educational and community-building activities.
With regards to the study of the political history of collective therapies and resistance in
Northeast Congo powerful ritual objects were identified in collections, particularly in the RMCA
and in the American Museum of Natural history. These consisted of amulets such as bracelets
or containers with magico-medicinal substances that were -for instance- used by the members
of the nebeli society for protection, and of regalia of chiefs which were anointed which such
means to enhance chiefly power. Object research helps to collect another kind of information on
the subject of “collective therapies” which is otherwise scarcely documented, or mostly from a
biased colonial perspective. How charms and medicines were used adds to the understanding
of practices and underlying power dynamics. Connecting the “material” information with data
from sources where the awe-inspiring effect of these medicines are explained give insight in the
sensory and affective histories of the institutions concerned, that help us researchers assess
their impact. These objects or substances protected, harmed and healed, inspired fear and
comforted, and procured power to the owners. Looking at the objects highlights the ritual,
sensory and affective dimensions of political power play throughout history. This dimension is
overlooked by political scientists while similar amulets and magico-medicinal substances
continue to play a role in contemporary power struggles in Northeast Congo, e.g. among MaiMai
and LRA militias in Northeast Congo, though which are poorly understood.
Museum collections which were studied: the A. Hutereau expedition collections as well
as other collections from Northeast Congo at the RMCA, Van Mecklenburg Expedition collection
at the Ethnology Museum in Berlin (Humboldt Forum), Congo Expedition Collection at the
American Museum of Natural History in New York, E. Evans-Pritchard collections and papers at
the Pitt-Rivers Museum in Oxford.

3. The exploration of oral history
Historically-informed field research in Haut-Uele, Bas-Uele and Tshopo Provinces provided us
with a better insight into culturally specific understandings and local recollections of the
investigated contact histories, in conjunction with other sources mentioned (archives, collections
mostly). From the interviews conducted, it appeared that the social memory regarding contact
history is lively and strongly connected to forms of customary leadership and identities. All
partners explored the possibilities for reconstructing history based on anthropological
methodologies pursuing in-depth interviews with individuals and focus groups based on
BRAIN-be (Belgian Research Action through Interdisciplinary Networks)
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informed consent, and by using objects, photography and films from Belgian as well as other
scientific collections as mnemonic devices. In some localities, such tactile traces of history have
gone missing due to climatic conditions, colonial collecting, and political turmoil and are coveted
as a result. Historical recollections existing in stories, ritual, dance performances and songs
were also investigated.
For the research on the role of collective therapies, Vicky Van Bockhaven carried out
multi-sited ethnographic research during four field visits of approximately 1 to 1,5 months along
the axis of Kisangani-NiaNia and then northwards to Niangara and from there eastward to
Dungu. Research was also done along the axis Kisangani-Banalia-Buta in the Bas-Uele
Province. About 35 interviews were carried out focusing on memories of leopard men and
collective therapies such as nebeli, mani, saura, kpira. The fieldwork not only revealed that
several of the historical collective therapies mentioned in Belgian colonial records as secret
societies instigating rebellion, and described by Evans-Pritchard in South Sudan in the 1920s,
continue to play a role in the political sphere and as daily protective means today. Kpira was for
instance used in Niangara in the last decade to block the Lord‟s Resistance Army from crossing
the Uele River after attacks had occurred in 2011. In the research method, which consisted of
individual and focus group interviews based on informed consent, photographs of objects were
used as mnemonic devices to check whether objects looked familiar to people and to record any
recollections. Using photographs and sharing them by means of paper and digital copies
certainly helped to form a bond with informants in the field.
A case-in-point, investing largely in community outreach, are the contexts in which the
documentary and theatre performances were made, focusing essentially on local and active
recollections of the history of leopard men interwoven with the experience of colonialism. Open
air film projections and theatre performances were staged in both rural and urban areas in the
region itself (Tshopo Province), as well as in the urban milieus of Kisangani and Kinshasa. This
approach most particularly illustrates the overall research method of the project using
photographs, objects, films as mnemonic devices, evoking memories of for instance initiation,
ritual and self-defence practices, which at times instigated strong emotions among the public
present. This encouraged discussions in the audience which served as new source materials,
especially in terms of the representation of history, the local recollections and experiences of
this history, and its relevance today. Film projections and theatre performance were also
organised for academic audiences in Kisangani and Kinshasa, in order to discuss the
relationships between history and imagination, art and reality in a more scholarly environment.
This method is intrinsically interwoven with investment in community outreach efforts involving
different Congolese audiences.

4. Artistic reflection and practice in the making of a documentary and theatre
The method for this part of the project is resumed by the term "action-research" based on a
permanent and cyclical relationship between theory and practice. Cyclic evaluation of the artistic
outcomes through interactions with target publics and academia –e.g. through the film
projections mentioned above- was crucial to this process for both discursive and creative
aspects underway to producing concrete results --i.e. following the cycle of design- experimentvalidatation- develop alternatives. These activities underlie the concept of the knowledge factory
wherein the fabric of historical truth on the one hand and the fabric of artistic likelihood on the
other hand are interwoven.
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The documentary film and documentary theatre are both based on syncretic or hybrid
methods allowing to present history as a concoction of historical facts, imaginations and
otherworldly experiences at once. The interdisciplinary method draws on inspirational examples
and methods from cinema, theatre, photography, animation, archive processing (De Legendre,
2005) as part of the intention to create new kinds of knowledge. Concretely this entails diverse
artistic activities –some of them serving both the documentary and the play such as acting-:
script writing, creation of graphics, directing the play and the documentary, recruiting and
rehearsing with local actors, filming scenes, the preparation of animation film characters,
decors, accessories, the editing process for the documentary.
Recent scholarly work of Vicky Van Bockhaven (2018) and Arsène Mwaka Bwenge
(2010) changed the way we look at leopard men by highlighting the political dimension of their
practices. Instead of only addressing the colonial myth of the leopard men, their interpretations
lead to an understanding of leopard men as an aspect of political culture. In the documentary
and theatre the otherworldly practices and experiences are put to the fore as part of a reality in
the Congolese contexts using magical realism as an artistic modality to explore them. The
artistic movement of magical realism produced remarkable art works in Europe and Latin
America. This led to theoretical analyses of this artistic stream in scholarly literature. However,
most of these analyses concern written and canonical art forms wherein Western art
productions remain the norm. In Africa, both academic theorisation and artistic production on
magic realism remains low, particularly in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Different kinds of
sources on magical realism are explored for an artistic and discursive reflection, most
particularly the oeuvre of two artists identified as magic realists: Cuban novelist Alejo Carpentier
(1904), and Congolese Paul Lomami Tchibamba (1914).

5. Methodological synthesis: Linking data to theoretical framework
The three researchers on the project worked with mixed methodologies related to different
existing sources as well as creating new sources, combining oral history, archival and material
culture research and artistic practice and hence contributing to new theories and knowledge
production with a “fresh” perspective. A first pillar of this sort of postcolonial outlook can be seen
as the materiality discourse. All researchers experienced that working with objects, their legacy,
and their agency stirs up affect, emotional and sensory experiences, on both sides of the
contact. It contains what is muted in colonial archives, and what is and what is voiced and re(en)acted by interviewees. The materiality discourse comprises thinking, speaking and writing
about the objects and the people who initially engaged in their assembly. All the researchers on
the CongoConnect project experienced that through their type of action-research, another layer
in their research is praxeology. It is the ability of switching from practical research (in the
museum, with collections) to theory and vice versa, in order to move forward in the contextspecificity of the fieldwork setting. All the researchers were fully submerged in a focus on the
archives too, willing to submerge and then step away from their data-saturation. The
CongoConnect researchers engaged next in looking at objects in a broader sense, leaving an
openness for new possibilities as cited above. Last, the visceral performance of orality is
addressed in the researchers‟ work, embracing the power of the present and history both
provided in raw and symbolic shapes via oral history.
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Advice of the Follow-Up Committee
Advice from the Follow-Up Committee led to closer collaborations of partner 1 UGent (Vicky
Van Bockhaven), studying institutional dynamics and formation of political institutions and
resistance in the precolonial and colonial history, with political scientists and development
scholars working in Northeast Congo and adjacent regions. In this way the bridge between
historical and contemporary studies was made which gave the historical research in this project
a stronger policy-prescriptive value.

4. SCIENTIFIC RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. This project contributed, in several ways, to innovative research and valorization of
museum collections. In the past decades ethnographic collections have suffered neglect
in hindsight of postcolonial paradigms considering them as biased sources. This project
contributed to a renewed and trending revival of material culture studies studying
person-object relations as a fundamental aspect of our human nature and being in the
world, engaging for instance with people‟s sensory, cognitive and emotional
relationships with objects as part of negotiations of meanings and discourses
(“objectification”) compared to the better studied role of language, texts and speech
(Henare et al, 2007). The innovation in this project consists in the fact that the RMCA‟s
historical collections are used as sources for multiple purposes. They are for instance
deployed as sources to gain insight into the working of collective therapies – more
particularly in ritual practices- which have played an empowering role in political history
and provided people with political leverage. Moreover these historical phenomena share
features with contemporary politico-religious actors –e.g. ritually-empowered militias
such as MaiMai- studied by political scientists who seldom focus on exactly their ritual
power base (the magico-medicinal substances and amulets).
2. Building on point 1, this project touched upon contemporary public debates regarding
decolonization of museums and restitution. Worldwide formerly colonized communities –
and particularly also diaspora groups- reclaim authorship of their history and control over
their heritage via cultural projects, academic work, exhibitions and activism. With our
project we have made initial steps to alleviate this need by facilitating source
communities‟ reconnections with heritage preserved in European and American
museums. Recent decades‟ digitization projects in museums and archives facilitate
better access to collection data, yet remain underexplored for this end. During fieldwork,
the researchers in this project shared photographs and data of collections and used
these as a resource in educational and focus group activities as part of new objectcentered methodologies. This was done by taking object photographs and older field
photographs back in the field to use them as mnemonic devices in interviews (see Peers
and Brown 2003); by sharing these images with the wider communities during
community-gatherings wherein photographs were exhibited or shown in a presentation;
by handing paper and digital copies to the representatives of the communities and to
educators. For example, former historical chiefs and kin were identified on photographs,
colonial and indigenous locations were identified and sometimes seen for the first time.
With this method a foundation was laid to pursue a larger-scale and more sustained
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“digital restitution” project which will be carried out in the context of a new BRAIN-project
AFRISURGE which builds on CONGOCONNECT wherein digital restitution will be
explored as a resource for hands-on community and peacebuilding initiatives.
3. This project contributed to an innovative approach in the study of institutional histories
in Africa. Going against biased, fragmentary and static understandings of cultural and
political institutions -a legacy from the colonial era- institutions are revisited as
interconnected and co-produced within a network and as part of historical processes.
The concept of “institutional dynamism” was introduced as an intrinsic characteristic of
local institutional networks (Vicky Van Bockhaven, 2018). The concept of “contested coproduction” mentioned above was especially introduced to characterise the ongoing
process of development, adoption and adaptation of institutions in intercultural contexts
such as the colonial society, underlying institutional dynamics. Special attention was
given to the micro-historical study of collective therapies regarded as subversive and
pushed underground by colonial governments, which caused them to be poorly studied
until today, although they are a significant indicator of African agency. The study of
criminalized institutions channeling critiques and opposition to hegemonic and colonial
forms of rule is important to shed colonial biases from the past that continue to shape
media representations and foreign interventions in contemporary development and
peacebuilding projects (Verweijen and Van Bockhaven, 2020; Van Bockhaven, 2020). In
an article in the Washington Post in 2019, Belgian political scientists Kristof Titeca
explained that he testified at The Hague in a court case against a commander of the
LRA and that the jury could not understand the supernatural motivations of a man -once
kidnapped and trained as a child soldier- who felt he was watched and controlled by
spirits. Western scientific principles and juridical institutions, rooted in a secular
worldview, are ill-equipped to judge actions that are inspired by beliefs in a supernatural
world, and easily cast such actions and beliefs as irrational. This project has contributed
to understanding Congolese political cultures by focusing on the particular cultural logic
entailed in them.
4. A better insight in institutional histories in terms of networks – going beyond colonial
biases and blind spots- are in the final analysis helpful to understand their legacies in
contemporary politics and conflicts in the region. In view of this, collaborations with
conflict and development researchers have been established. The special issue realized
in the context of this project (Verweijen and Van Bockhaven,2020) and the resulting LSE
blog How colonial understandings of customary authority skew policy interventions (see
Annexe 4) are a result of such collaborations. Both publications, and especially the blog,
are meant to sensitize aid agencies and their personnel for the persistence of past
biases and repeated mistakes which compromise the successful implementation of
projects. These collaborations with scholars in political and development science
actually led to the new BRAIN-project AFRISURGE also aimed at improved aid and
peacebuilding interventions in East and Central African countries.
5. Our project has a pioneering role in the uncovering of a substantial part of the Belgian
colonial scientific history by studying the Hutereau expedition alongside other significant
ethnographic endeavors. However, Vandenbergen‟s thesis explains that little to very little
social memory of the Hutereau expedition or the person of Armand Hutereau himself is
present in the uppermost north of Northeastern DRCongo. Instead, these facts or type of
expeditions were often remembered via “side paths”: the construction of the old bricks
road (1896) as the embodiment of the growing colonial brutality and related fears and
destructions, the old prison (“hell on earth”), a masacre near the village of Nganzi,
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Maroka‟s tomb in Kisangani Ronvo, thunder stones. Secondly, there is an urge to rather
speak about the heroism of local characters such as a chief Maroka, about the
importance of family relations and cosmopraxis related to our western museum
collections. These narratives are vital to the recovery of the region (heavily attacked by
the LRA rebellion in 2008 and 2009). Colonial collecting practices attained meaning(s) in
this project through ethnographic synthesis. By connecting seemingly insignificant
details in collections, one can get a better understanding of the daily lives of historical
characters on both sides of the contact. Nonetheless, these (historical) narratives
underline the double role in the present: for intercultural dialogue and to make the
museum ethnographically relevant again.
6. In addition to peer-reviewed publications and Ph.D. theses (see below under 5), one of
the domains our project invested in thoroughly is community outreach in the form of an
educational product, a theatre performance and a documentary. An educational app
(see Annexe 7) has been developed, targeting a 12- to 18-year old (museum) public to
improve their knowledge of leopard men history. This occurred in collaboration with Jo
Tondeur (Prof. Educational Design, VUB/UGent) and occurred as part of the course
work of students Educational Design and African Studies (under supervision of Inge
Brinkman, Vicky Van Bockhaven). The app will be available in the Google app store for
free (this goal is still being pursued), and will be designed to suit different digital fora
(computers and smartphones). It takes the shape of a quiz, wherein the user will go
through a series of questions, leading to multiple choice answers by means of which the
user will learn about leopard men history and most significantly about its faulty colonial
representation as irrational. The educational design of the app as well as the results of
the usage will contribute to the know-how and experience of educational specialists and
designers to develop educational applications as an aspect of applied science.
7. In addition to the previous point, the documentary and theatre performances are based
on collaborative engagements with (diverse) Congolese communities -source, scholarly
and other communities- to take part in the discussion and creation of Congolese history.
The results are still to be distributed widely among Congolese publics and beyond. It
would be recommendable to incorporate the collaborative method used in future projects
and to aim for a large distribution of research results leading to a better historical and
cultural awareness among a wide public as a source for wellbeing and social cohesion
(see below under dissemination).
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5. DISSEMINATION AND VALORISATION

Besides afore-mentioned activities in the course of research, including reconnecting source
communities with heritage in European museum collections, and screenings of films in the
context of fieldwork, the following specific dissemination activities were realised:
Workshops
●

Series of Workshops on Congo Research in Material Culture and Art History
- Session 1 (May 2017) at Sainsbury Research Unit, University of East Anglia (invited:
Vicky Van Bockhaven, Hannelore Vandenbergen, Maarten Couttenier)
- Session 2 (May 2018) at UGent, Dept. of Languages and Cultures (organisers: Vicky
Van Bockhaven and Hannelore Vandenbergen) (Participants from Ghent University,
UEA, the University of North Carolina (Art History), Yale University, RMCA)

●

International author workshop for Special Issue on Customary Authority in the Past and
the Present for the Journal of Eastern African Studies, 2 October 2017 (co-organisers
Vicky Van Bockhaven and Judith Verweijen, UGent, Conflict Research Group)

Conferences and Seminars
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

●

●
●

Seminar (invited), History Dept, University of Durham: Revisiting Rebellion, 28 October
2019 (Vicky Van Bockhaven)
WARS seminar (invited) Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts: Revisiting Rebellion, 16
October 2019 (Vicky Van Bockhaven)
RMCA PhD Day, November 2018: What the Hutereau collection in the 21st century is
good for (Thomas 2016) (Paper by Hannelore Vandenbergen)
ASAUK, September 2018: Spiritual healing and politics: the case of mani in a longue
durée and cross-border perspective (South Sudan, DRCongo, 1880-today) (Paper by
Vicky Van Bockhaven and Naomi Pendle, London School of Economics)
RMCA Summer school, July 2018: Objecten als lens voor (orale) geschiedenis (Paper
by Hannelore Vandenbergen)
Congo Research Network Meeting, April 2018 (chair): Material and Living Memory:
Congolese Histories through Museum Collections. (Hannelore Vandenbergen –panel
convenor-, Maarten Couttenier –participant- and Vicky Van Bockhaven –chair)
Le Mans Université, Mémoires de l‟esclavage et de la colonisation: Historiographie, Arts,
Musées, November 2017: Carrying the Hutereau expedition for the Museum of Belgian
Congo (1911-1913): The Porters, stories from Faradje, DRC (Paper by Hannelore
Vandenbergen)
ASAUK, September 2016: Panel on Customary Authority in the Congo: power and
conflict in past and present (Panel conveners Vicky Van Bockhaven and Judith
Verweijen)
ASAUK, September 2016: Connections/Collections: power objects and institutions in
Northeast Congo (1800-1960) (Paper by Vicky Van Bockhaven)
Universita della Calabria, Images, représentations et imaginaires du Soi et de l‟Autre :
confronter cultures savantes et populaires pour contribuer la stabilisation du Congo,
Mai 2016: The representation of the Other and the self in the Hutereau collection (1911-
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●

●

1913) in the Royal Museum for Central Africa, Tervuren (Paper by Hannelore
Vandenbergen)
Congo Research Network Conference „Contemporary Congolese Studies‟, June 2015,
Cambridge : Anioto, leopard men from the east of the Congo (ca. 1890-1934): the
embeddedness of anti-colonial resistance in local political culture (Paper by Vicky Van
Bockhaven)
CESAH, UGent, May 2015: Anioto, leopard men from the east of the Congo (ca. 18901934): the embeddedness of anti-colonial resistance in local political culture (Paper by
Vicky Van Bockhaven)

Educational Activities
●

●

●

Development of an educational app (see Annexe 7) on Leopard Men History in
collaboration with students Educational Design (UGent, Prof. Jo Tondeur) to be available
for free via Google App store (initiated by Vicky Van Bockhaven in collaboration with Jo
Tondeur, Inge Brinkman, Jean-Michel Kibushi and students African Studies and
Educational Science, UGent)
Walk & Talk Luipaardman, Museum aan de Stroom, 27/11/2016 (guided tour by Vicky
Van Bockhaven and panel regarding the museum representation and history of the
Leopard Men Statue from the RMCA)
Teaching activities at UGent: the project research on leopard men, collective therapies,
collection research and critical museology have led to teaching sessions in our African
Studies program (Vicky Van Bockhaven, Inge Brinkman).

Theatre Performance and Documentary
●

●

The documentary theatre shows of ''Nkoymagie, Anioto/leopard men '' organised in
Kinshasa both at popular, academic and museum venues. These shows were promoted
through television and radio broadcasting. In total, 1,780 persons have watched the
spectacle between 20 November and 15 December 2019.
As soon as the documentary film “Anioto, Leopard Men: Myths and Realities” is
finished, it will begin its international career at the special edition of the
AfrikaFilmFestival 2020 in Leuven, Belgium, which will devote a special programme to
Congolese cinema on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of Congo's independence.
Steps are also underway with the Institut Français de Kinshasa to include the show in
the programming of Africa 2020, which is dedicated to African culture in France. With
time the documentary will also be adapted for broadcasting on public television channels
in DRCongo, Belgium and elsewhere.

As explained above collaborative practices and debate have been a crucial part of the action
research and the fabrication of alternative takes on leopard men history. With the support of
COFED in the Democratic Republic of Congo, after the first performances in 2018 in
Kinshasa, we organised a series of public performances of our documentary theatre show
NKOYMAGIE, in academic and popular circles, throughout the city of Kinshasa. Especially
the theatrical performances in popular locations in the capital Kinshasa were a major cultural
and social event. Our show brought together people of different faiths, political and
philosophical opinions, to reflect on the themes of politics, violence and leopard symbolism
in wider society. Participants in the debate expressed their opinion, without limitations. By
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using film and documentary theatre as mediums, which are very popular in Congo, we offer
the public the opportunity to affirm socio-political cohesion through a better knowledge of the
country's history.

Ph.D. Theses
●

The doctorate of Jean-Michel Kibushi, entitled: "ANIOTO, LEOPARD MEN: MYTHS AND
REALITIES” is a joint project of KASK and UGent, under supervision of Chokri Ben
Chikha, Inge Brinkman and Vicky van Bockhaven. The project consists of 2 parts,
whereby the artistic part is currently being realised. The theatre spectacle is presently
being performed in Kinshasa (see Annexe 2 and 3) and will be touring in the country in the
course of 2020. The documentary film now knows a mock-up version and will be finished
in 2020. In addition to the artistic component, an academic thesis is being written, that
stands in close interaction with the artistic aspect. For this academic part all sources have
been gathered and much theoretical reading has been realised, notwithstanding
bureaucratic and administrative hurdles that had to be taken in the beginning of the
project. After finishing the documentary film, the academic reflection will be written.
A second doctorate, by Hannelore Vandenbergen, has reached its final stage. It is
planned to be finished after a prolonged (twin) maternity leave in 2019-2020 (and corona
measures) and an upcoming prolongation of employment in the RMCA from 1 August
2020 until 30 November 2020. Vandenbergen‟s thesis is titled Chief Maroka (1884-1927)
and the Hutereau expedition (1911-1913): An anthropology of (post)colonial layers of
agency and exchange in Northeast Democratic Republic of Congo / the Royal Museum for
Central Africa in Tervuren. The starting point of every chapter is either a historical figure,
the life history of present-day fieldwork participants, or memory or event while military and
scientific expeditions in the Congolese Haut-Uele province during the years 1896-1913.
The thesis itself is divided into four chapters, of which the first three chapters are finished
and revised. One last chapter, as well as the introduction, conclusion and references are
being adapted:
1.
Maroka as a heuristic for the Hutereau expedition (Mission Ethnographique de
l‟Uélé-Ubangi, 1911-1913)
2.
Nalingi kobanda na koloba ya lisolo na Aru, Ituri, DRC: Dwelling on spaces and
memory
3. Playing double games: Chief Maroka from Faradje (1900-1927)
4. Re-contextualizing the Hutereau Expedition (1911-1913)

●

Research Stays abroad
●
●
●

Collection Research Grant of the American Museum of Natural History, New York (Vicky
Van Bockhaven)
Postdoctoral Research Fellowship, Sainsbury Research Unit, University of East Anglia
(Vicky Van Bockhaven)
Ethnographic fieldwork: in Faradje, RDC (Hannelore Vandenbergen); in Buta, in Tshopo
provinces (Avakubi, Bafwasende, NiaNia) (Vicky Van Bockhaven and Jean-Michel
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Kibushi), in Bas-Uele (Buta) (Vicky Van Bockhaven), in Haut-Uele (Isiro, Niangara,
Rungu, Dungu) (Vicky Van Bockhaven); in Maniema (Jean-Michel Kibushi).

Community Outreach
●

●

●

●

Jean-Michel Kibushi organized theatre shows and film screenings in DRC, working with
local actors and informants of source communities, and actively involving diverse
Congolese publics in discussing and adapting the histories presented (see flyer
Nkoymagie in Annex 2, and article newspapers related to this event in Annexe 3).
Several meetings in Faradje with Vandenbergen‟s Congolese partners resulted in a
letter written to RMCA director Guido Gryseels, asking to co-create a joined photo
project in the RMCA and Faradje, including application for presentation at the
TAPAS/CARAM conference (Dec 2-3 2019, UGent, Restitution of Colonial Collections in
Europe: Possibilities, Challenges, Dilemmas).
In Vandenbergen‟s research, a particular result was also sharing photographs and
knowledge with the youngsters of Faradje. A youth‟s atelier was organized together with
the local ngo “Action pour la Promotion Rurale” (APRU) (http://aprurdc.com), to see and
touch upon how they thought of their ancestral and colonial history. Years later now, this
creative initiative has grown into an idea by APRu and Pax Pay-Bas in regards to a
mobile peace-and-education exhibition in Haut-Uele. For this, Pax has requested the
collaboration of the educational department in the RMCA. Part of the exhibition would
consider ancestral and thus more traditional ways of reconciliation.
During multi-sited research Van Bockhaven worked with and shared reproductions
displaying historical persons and power objects with the source communities concerned.
A method was adopted from the American Museum of Natural History to distribute flash
cards which people can easily consult on their smartphones. Similar data sets were also
digitally restored to institutions for higher education (Université de l‟Uele, and several
Instituts Pédagogiques where teachers are trained). A more sustainable and structural
project for digital restitution -based on these preliminary efforts- will be part of the new
BRAIN-project AFRISURGE.

Media interventions
Radio Interviews for the channel of the University of Kisangani, Le Flambeau de l‟Orient:
●
●

May 2019: Vicky Van Bockhaven on the importance of collection research
September 2019: Jean-Michel Kibushi on research of leopard men history and
representation and the making of a documentary

Blog post on Public Authority for London School of Economics (LSE) by Vicky Van Bockhaven
and Judith Verweijen: https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/africaatlse/2020/02/19/colonial-understandingscustomary-authority-policy-aid-interventions/
Articles on theatre production of Jean-Michel Kibushi (see Annex 2 and 3)
Website: https://www.congoconnect.ugent.be/
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6. PUBLICATIONS
●

●

●

●

●
●

Verweijen, J. & V. Van Bockhaven (eds). 2020. Special Issue: “Customary Authority in
Central and East Africa: Power, Conflict and Social Mobilization in Past and Present”,
Journal of Eastern African Studies (1st issue, February 2020) (peer-reviewed A1, Open
Access: https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjea20/14/1?nav=tocList )
Van Bockhaven, V. 2020. “Anioto and Nebeli: Local Power Bases and the Negotiation of
Customary Chieftaincy in the Belgian Congo (ca. 1930-1950)”, Journal of Eastern
African Studies (1st issue, February 2020) (peer-reviewed A1, Open Access:
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/17531055.2019.1710363 )
Van Bockhaven, V. 2019, “Decolonising the Royal Museum for Central Africa in
Belgium‟s Second Museum Age”, Antiquity 93, 370 (2019): 1082-1087. (peer-reviewed
A1)
Van Bockhaven, V. 2018, “Anioto: Leopard Men Killings and Institutional Dynamics in
North-East Congo (ca. 1890-1940)”, Journal of African History, Vol. 59, Issue 1 (March
2018). (peer-reviewed A1)
Van Bockhaven, V. 2017, “Kongo Across the Waters [Book Review]”, African Arts,
503:4. (book review, peer-reviewed A1 journal)
Vandenbergen, H. 2019. Mythes, Faits, Récits? La Représentation de l‟Autre et du Soi
dans la Collection Hutereau (1911-1913) au Musée Royal de l‟Afrique Centrale de
Tervuren. In: Giordano Rosario, Quaretta Edoardo and Dibwe Dia Mwembu Donatien
(Eds), Dynamiques Sociales et Représentations Congolaises (RD Congo): L’Expérience
Fait la Différence. Volume hommage à Bogumil Jewsiewicki. Paris: L‟Harmattan: 113126.

Works in progress :
●
●
●

Van Bockhaven, V. The Leopard Men from Northeast Congo: history and colonial
representation (monograph)
Van Bockhaven, V. Revisiting Rebellion: the role of collective therapies in political
histories Northeast Congo and South Sudan (monograph)
Vandenbergen, H. Minya avo fetro ya? Can we be chief of the trees?
How a coincidental archival encounter with chief Maroka (1884-1927) from Faradje
(Democratic Republic of Congo) pushes writing and museum praxis forward (article for
Museum Anthropology)
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ANNEXES
ANNEX 1: Synopsis of the hybrid documentary: ''Anioto/leopard men: myths and realities'''
and Documentary theatre: ''Nkoymagie, Anioto/leopard men '' documentary theatre

Synopsis
Avakubi, Wamba - Uélé, Belgian Congo 1933. The accused aniotos, leopard men of the Bali
ethnic group, are accused of ritual murders. During a series of public hearings, an important
political leader and his assistants face colonial justice, eventually resulting in the hanging of the
accused. Colonial logic is confronted here with the immutable realities of the tradition of political
culture. The show is a fusion of reality and imagination. This concerns total theatre, syncretic
and hybrid, mixing acting, colonial archives (photographs-films), animated sequences, and oral
testimony.
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ANNEX 2: Flyer of theatre workshops in DRCongo
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ANNEXE 3: Press Articles on Theatre Production
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ANNEXE 4: Blog Post for the London School of Economics Webpage on Public Authority
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ANNEXE 5: Publication: Van Bockhaven, V. 2018, “Anioto: Leopard Men Killings and
Institutional Dynamics in North-East Congo (ca. 1890-1940)”, Journal of African History, Vol.
59, Issue 1 (March 2018). (first 3 pages; complete document added separately as pdf)
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ANNEXE 6: Publication: Verweijen, J. & V. Van Bockhaven (eds). 2020. Special Issue:
“Customary Authority in Central and East Africa: Power, Conflict and Social Mobilization in
Past and Present”, Journal of Eastern African Studies (1st issue, February 2020)
Link to Open Access issue: https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjea20/14/1?nav=tocList

Table of Contents:
1. Introduction: The contested co-production of knowledge on customary authority
in Central and East Africa in past and present – Judith Verweijen & Vicky Van
Bockhaven
2. Authority that is customary: Kitawala, customary chiefs, and the plurality of power
in Congolese history - Nicole Eggers
3. Anioto and nebeli: Local power bases and the negotiation of customary
chieftaincy in the Belgian Congo (ca. 1930-1950) - Vicky Van Bockhaven
4. Politics, prophets and armed mobilisations: divine and government authority
over South Sudanese customary law - Naomi Pendle
5. Legacies of Kanjogera: Female political elites and the transgression of gender
norms in Rwanda - Sarah Watkins & Erin Jessee
6. ‘Courses au pouvoir’: The struggle over customary capital in eastern Congo Kasper Hoffmann, Koen Vlassenroot, Emery Mudinga.
7. In search of chiefly authority in „post-aid‟ Acholiland: Customary chiefs navigating
the departure of international aid agencies in northern Uganda - Sophie Komujuni
& Karen Büscher
8. Locating the „customary‟ in post-colonial Tanzania‟s politics: the shifting modus
operandi of the rural state - Felicitas Becker
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ANNEXE 7: Fragment of Educational App ‘Wie of wat is de luipaardman’ (draft; to be
distributed via Google App Store for free; to be used by a secondary school public)
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ANNEXE 8: Publication: Vandenbergen, H. 2019. “Mythes, faits, récits? La représentation de
l‟Autre et du soi dans la collection Hutereau (1911-1913) au Musée royal de l‟Afrique central de
Tervuren”, Dynamiques Sociales et Représentation Congolaises (RD Congo), Giordano,
Quaretta and Dibwe Dia Mwembu, 2019.
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